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Three-stage laser cooling of Sr atoms using the 5s5p 3P2 metastable state below
Doppler temperatures
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We report three-stage laser cooling of Sr atoms using the 5s2 1S0 ground state and the 5s5p 3P2 metastable state.
87Sr atoms are precooled in a magneto-optical trap simultaneously operated on the 5s2 1S0–5s5p 1P1 transition
at 461 nm and on the 5s5p 3P2–5s5d 3D3 transition at 496 nm. Atoms optically pumped to the 5s5p 3P2(F =
13/2) state are magneto-optically trapped and cooled down to 2.5(2) μK on the 5s5p 3P2–5s4d 3D3 transition at
2.9 μm. Using this transition, we investigate one dimensional polarization gradient cooling of 88Sr atoms, which
have simple energy levels without hyperfine structure, down to 0.22(18) μK or 17 times the recoil temperature.
We discuss prospects for continuous generation of ultracold Sr atoms combined with a state transfer technique.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Efficient creation of ultracold alkaline-earth-metal(-like)
atoms is of significant importance in the development of
atomic clocks [1–6] and interferometers [7–10]. Two-stage
laser cooling [11–16] on the 1S0– 1P1 and 1S0– 3P1 transi-
tions has been successfully demonstrated for Ca, Sr, Cd, and
Yb atoms in the range of a few to sub μK. Reduction of
time for obtaining ultracold atoms becomes a serious con-
cern to improve the stability of clocks and interferometers,
as the two-stage cooling that requires hundreds of millisec-
onds inevitably introduces a dead time in the measurements
and deteriorates their stabilities via the Dick effect [17]. To
overcome the limitations, no-dead-time clock operation has
been proposed and demonstrated by combining two atomic
clocks [18–21]. Minimally destructive measurement of atomic
states with cavity [22,23] has been demonstrated to reduce
the loss of ultracold atoms. Repeated imaging of Sr atoms
with low loss [24] has been demonstrated in tweezer arrays
by implementing Sisyphus cooling to mitigate recoil heating.
Interrogation of the clock transition for 15 s [25] has been
demonstrated in tweezer arrays, which also leads to high duty
cycles of atomic clocks. Continuous generation of ultracold
atoms may offer an alternative route to the no-dead-time op-
eration. Simultaneous cooling of 88Sr atoms on the 1S0– 1P1

and 1S0– 3P1 transitions has been demonstrated by spatially
separating the cooling regions [26].
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The 3P2 metastable state, having a lifetime of hundreds of
seconds [27], allows creation of ultracold atoms using state
transfer among long-lived states [28]. Because of its degen-
eracy, atoms in the 3P2 state can be cooled to sub-Doppler
temperatures [29,30]. Thus far, simultaneous magneto-optical
trapping (MOT) on the 1S0– 1P1 and 3P2– 3D3 transitions has
been investigated with Ca and Mg atoms [31–33]. Using the
infrared 3P2– 3D3 transitions with linewidths of tens of kHz,
sub-Doppler cooling down to 20 μK for Ca [31] and Doppler
cooling down to 6 μK for Sr [34] have been demonstrated.

In this paper, we investigate laser cooling of Sr atoms on
three different transitions starting from the 5s2 1S0 ground
state and from the 5s5p 3P2 metastable state. We describe
a simultaneous MOT of 87Sr atoms on the 5s2 1S0–5s5p 1P1

transition at 461 nm (blue-MOT; B-MOT) and on the
5s5p 3P2–5s5d 3D3 transition at 496 nm (green-MOT; G-
MOT), which is referred to as B/G-MOT. Efficient optical
pumping among the hyperfine states in the 3P2 state and
sub-Doppler cooling in the G-MOT improves the transfer
efficiency of atoms to the MOT operated on the 5s5p 3P2–
5s4d 3D3 transition at 2.9 μm (infrared-MOT; IR-MOT).
Moreover, we investigate one-dimensional polarization gra-
dient cooling (PGC) [29,30] of 88Sr atoms on the “IR” tran-
sition, where we achieve the lowest temperature of 17 times
the photon recoil energy in agreement with recent theories
[30,35]. Finally, we discuss prospects for continuous gener-
ation of ultracold 87Sr atoms employing three cooling stages.

II. EXPERIMENT

Figure 1(a) shows energy levels for Sr atoms. The “blue”
transition (5s2 1S0–5s5p 1P1) at 461 nm and the “green” tran-
sition (5s5p 3P2–5s5d 3D3) at 496 nm have natural linewidths
of tens of MHz and are conveniently used to cool atoms to less
than a mK. The latter transition benefits from sub-Doppler
cooling because of the degeneracy in the lower state. The
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5s5p 3P2

496 nm

FIG. 1. (a) Relevant energy levels for Sr with the transition decay
rates (106 s−1). The “blue” (461 nm), “green” (496 nm), and “IR”
(2.9 μm) transitions are used for MOT experiments. The transition
at 707 nm is used for pumping in the temperature measurement of the
G-MOT. (b) Hyperfine structure in the triplet states for 87Sr atoms.

“blue” and “green” transitions have leak channels indicated
by dashed lines which allows exchanging atomic popula-
tions between the singlet and triplet states, and are used to
operate B-MOT and G-MOT simultaneously. The “red”

TABLE I. Properties of the cooling transitions of Sr atoms. λ is
the transition wavelength, γ0/(2π ) natural linewidth, I0 saturation
intensity, amax maximum acceleration, TD Doppler temperature, TR

recoil temperature, and εR = ER/(h̄γ0 ) recoil parameter [35].

Label “Blue” “Red” “Green” “IR”

Lower state 5s2 1S0 5s2 1S0 5s5p 3P2 5s5p 3P2

Upper state 5s5p 1P1 5s5p 3P1 5s5d 3D3 5s4d 3D3

λ (nm) 461 689 496 2923
γ0/(2π ) (Hz) 3.0 × 107 7.5 × 103 9.8 × 106 5.7 × 104

I0 (mW/cm2) 40 3.0 × 10−3 10 3.0 × 10−4

amax (m/s2) 9.8 × 105 150 2.8 × 105 270
TD (μK) 730 0.18 230 1.4
TR (μK) 0.51 0.23 0.44 0.013
εR 3.5 × 10−4 0.64 9.4 × 10−4 4.7 × 10−3

transition (5s2 1S0–5s5p 3P1) at 689 nm and the infrared
(“IR”) transition (5s5p 3P2–5s4d 3D3) at 2.9 μm have natural
linewidths of 7.5 and 57 kHz, respectively, enabling a low
Doppler temperature of a μK, while their natural linewidths
provide sufficient scattering force to support atoms against
gravity.

Table I summarizes the properties of cooling tran-
sitions: Saturation intensity I0 = πhcγ0/(3λ3), maximum
acceleration amax = hγ0/(2mλ), Doppler temperature TD =
h̄γ0/(2kB), and recoil temperature TR = ER/kB are given for
relevant transitions with wavelength λ and natural linewidth
γ0/(2π ). Here c is the speed of light, h = 2π h̄ is the
Planck constant, kB is the Boltzmann constant, and ER =
(h/λ)2/(2m) is the photon recoil energy with m the mass of
an atom.

Because of nearly an order of magnitude longer wave-
length than the visible one, the “IR” transition benefits from
a significantly lower recoil temperature of 13 nK that can be
approached by sub-Doppler cooling. Generally, laser cooling
of atoms can be characterized by the recoil parameter εR =
ER/(h̄γ0), where quantum treatment becomes more relevant
for larger εR [36,37]. It is noteworthy that the recoil param-
eter εR = 4.7 × 10−3 for the “IR” transition is close to the
crossover regime where the sub-Doppler cooling mechanism
coexists with Doppler cooling [30,35]. Our experiment can be
used as a sensitive test of the theory.

Here we mainly discuss the fermionic 87Sr isotope with nu-
clear spin I = 9/2, which is commonly used in optical lattice
clocks [1]. Figure 1(b) depicts the hyperfine structure of the
triplet states involved in the cooling and pumping transitions
(see Tables II and III in Appendix A). In the last part of this
section, we describe the sub-Doppler cooling of 88Sr on the
“IR” transition.

A. MOT on the “green” transition

Our experimental setup is similar to one described else-
where [38]. An atomic beam from an oven at a temperature of
≈420◦C is decelerated by a Zeeman slower and captured by a
B-MOT operated on the 1S0(F = 9/2)– 1P1(F ′ = 11/2) tran-
sition at 461 nm with a magnetic field gradient of 4 mT/cm.
Decay channels from the 1P1 state to the 5s5p 3P1,2 states
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FIG. 2. (a) Frequency diagram of the 5s5p 3P2(F )–5s5d 3D3(F ′)
transitions at 496 nm for �F = F ′ − F = 1, 0, and −1, shown in
green (dark gray), black, and light red (light gray), respectively.
(b) Close view of the frequency diagram of the �F = 1 transi-
tions. (c) Schematics of laser frequencies. A cooling laser is tuned
to the F = 13/2 → F ′ = 15/2 cooling transition. A pumping laser
frequency-modulated at 146 MHz resonantly excites �F = 1 tran-
sitions starting from F = 5/2, 7/2, 9/2 and 11/2 hyperfine states
within 35 MHz. The line length represents the optical power ratio,
and the sideband power is 30% of the carrier.

via the 5s4d 1D2 state [see Fig. 1(a)] continuously supply
atoms to the 3P2 metastable state during the B-MOT. The
G-MOT is simultaneously operated on the 3P2(F = 13/2)–
5s5d 3D3(F ′ = 15/2) transition at 496 nm. We apply six
cooling beams with an e−2 diameter of 1.5 cm and a power
of 3 mW each, which corresponds to a total peak intensity
of ≈2I (G)

0 with I (G)
0 = 10 mW/cm2 the saturation intensity of

the “green” transition. The typical laser detuning is −18 MHz
or −1.8γ

(G)
0 /(2π ) with γ

(G)
0 /(2π ) = 9.8 MHz, the natural

linewidth. A “green” laser with a power of 20 mW is obtained
by frequency-doubling of a master oscillator and power ampli-
fier (MOPA) system with 150 mW at 992 nm, where we use a
periodically poled lithium niobate (PPLN) waveguide and an
external cavity diode laser (ECDL) as a master oscillator. We
employ two such “green” lasers for the G-MOT and for the
pumping as described in the following.

Figure 2(a) shows a frequency diagram of 3P2(F )–
5s5d 3D3(F ′) transitions where �F = F ′ − F = 1, 0, and −1
transitions are indicated by green (dark gray), black, and
light red (light gray) lines (see Tables II and III in Ap-
pendix A). The �F = 1 transitions are enlarged in Fig. 2(b).
To optically pump atomic populations into the F = 13/2
state, we frequency-modulate the “green” pumping laser at
146 MHz as shown in Fig. 2(c), where the carrier excites
the F = 9/2 → F ′ = 11/2 transition and its sidebands excite
the F = 5/2 → F ′ = 7/2, F = 7/2 → F ′ = 9/2, and F =
11/2 → F ′ = 13/2 transitions. The sideband power is 30%
of the carrier. Thanks to the relatively small spacing of the
�F = 1 transitions, the sidebands are conveniently generated
by current modulation of an ECDL, which is in contrast to the
other pumping transitions [34,39] that show hyperfine spacing
of more than 1 GHz and require an electro-optic modula-

tor with high-bandwidth. Because the cooling and pumping
lasers are detuned by more than 80 MHz from the �F = 0
transitions and by more than 457 MHz from the �F = −1
transitions, excitation of these transitions is less likely than
that of �F = 1 transitions. In future experiments, we expect
that the cooling and pumping transitions can be covered by a
single green-diode-laser by utilizing second-order sidebands
with current modulation at 146 MHz.

We note that the G-MOT transition has relatively large
branching loss channels. The 5s5d 3D3 state has a branch-
ing decay rate of 1.7 × 105 s−1 [40] to the 5s6p 3P2 state
[see Fig. 1(a)], where further decay paths to the 5s5p 3P0,1,2

states via the 5s4d 1D2, 5s6s 3S1, and 5s4d 3D1,2,3 states exist.
Atoms decayed to the 3P0,1 states are lost from the cooling
cycle, which limits the G-MOT lifetime to less than 1 ms.
To extend the G-MOT lifetime, we apply four pumping lasers
resonant to the 3P0(F = 9/2)–5s6s 3S1(F ′ = 11/2) transition
at 679 nm and the 3P1(F = 7/2, 9/2, 11/2)–5s6s 3S1(F ′ =
9/2 or 11/2) transitions at 688 nm [41] as shown by red ar-
rows in Fig. 1(b).

Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the number of atoms NB in
the B-MOT and NG in the G-MOT, evaluated by fluorescence
intensities on the “blue” and “green” transitions, respectively.
We start operation of both the B-MOT and the G-MOT at
t = 0 s. While we apply the pumping laser at 679 nm through-
out, we turn on three pumping lasers at 688 nm at different
times t = 0–0.6 s as indicated by different colors as shown in
the legend. In the absence of the pumping lasers at 688 nm,
atoms are mostly trapped by the B-MOT as shown by a red
line (A) in Fig. 3(a). The atom loading rate into the B-MOT
is φB = dNB

dt |t=0 = 6 × 106 s−1. The number of atoms NB in-
creases to 1.7 × 106 in 0.6 s.

Applying three pumping lasers at 688 nm at t = 0 s, the
number of atoms NG in the G-MOT increases with the loading
rate φG = dNG

dt |t=0 = 3 × 106 s−1 and reaches an equilibrium
value of N̄G ≈ 6.5 × 105 as shown by a blue line (B) in
Fig. 3(b). We will discuss later that about 40% of atoms stay
dark in the 1D2 state during the B/G-MOT as shown by an
orange dashed line in Fig. 3(c).

When the pumping lasers are turned on at t = 0.6 s, NG

temporarily increases up to 8 × 105 and then relaxes to N̄G ≈
6.5 × 105 as shown by a red line (C) in Fig. 3(b). Such
transient response is more pronounced for smaller detuning
for the G-MOT as shown in Fig. 9 in Appendix B. This
indicates larger light-assisted collisional loss [42,43] in the
G-MOT than that in the B-MOT, which is attributed to the
lower temperature and higher density in the G-MOT.

The transfer rate of atoms from the B-MOT to the G-MOT
is φB→G = 3 × 108 s−1 at maximum and it takes 5 ms for NG

to increase to 90% of the maximum value. In the presence of
the aforementioned four pumping lasers, the transfer rate is
mainly given by the leak rate of fPγP = 390 s−1 where γP =
3900 s−1 [40] is the decay rate from the 5s5p 1P1 state to the
5s4d 1D2 state and fP = 0.1 is the excited atom fraction in the
5s5p 1P1 state in the B-MOT for a laser intensity of 2I (B)

0 at a
detuning of −40 MHz or −1.3γ

(B)
0 /(2π ) with γ

(B)
0 /(2π ) =

30 MHz.
After loading atoms into the G-MOT, we turn off the

B-MOT to measure the G-MOT lifetime. Figure 4(a) shows
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FIG. 3. Number of atoms (a) NB in the B-MOT and (b) NG in
the G-MOT, simultaneously measured after turning on both MOTs at
t = 0 s. The color corresponds to timing where the pumping lasers at
688 nm are turned on at t = 0 (blue), 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, and 0.6 s
(red) as indicated in the legend. Each NB (NG) decreases (increases)
rapidly at the timing. A dashed line denotes the equilibrium atom
number of N̄G = 6.5 × 105. (c) Calculated number of atoms in B-
MOT (NB: blue lines), G-MOT (NG: green lines), and in the 5s4d 1D2

state (ND: orange lines) with the pumping lasers from 0 s (dashed
lines) and 0.6 s (solid lines).

the number of atoms NG in the G-MOT operated with laser de-
tunings of −27 MHz to −9 MHz, indicated by different colors
as shown in the legend. Figure 4(b) summarizes the lifetime
as a function of the laser detuning. For a laser detuning of
about −18 MHz or −1.8γ

(G)
0 /(2π ) we observe the maximum

lifetime of 13 ms, which is mainly limited by the avail-
able pumping-laser power. We apply three pumping lasers at
688 nm with an e−2 diameter of 1 cm and a power of ≈0.5 mW
each, which corresponds to �2

pump ≈ 0.15γ 2
pump where �pump

is a Rabi frequency and γpump = 2.7 × 107 s−1 is the decay
rate of the 5s5p 3P1–5s6s 3S1 transition. The leak rate from
the cooling cycle is given by fDγD = 1.1 × 104 s−1 where

FIG. 4. (a) Number of atoms NG trapped in the G-MOT after
turning off the B-MOT. The color corresponds to detuning of the
cooling laser at 496 nm as indicated in the legend. The lines from top
to bottom at 15 ms correspond to detuning of −21, −18, −24, −27,
−15, −12, and −9 MHz. (b) Measured lifetime of the G-MOT as a
function of the laser detuning.

γD = 1.7 × 105 s−1 [40] is the decay rate from the 5s5d 3D3

state to the 5s6p 3P2 state and fD = 0.063 is the excited atom
fraction in the 5s5d 3D3 state in the G-MOT operated with
a laser intensity of 2I (G)

0 at a detuning of −18 MHz. A cer-
tain number of atoms decay from the 5s6p 3P2 state to the
5s5p 3P1 state via several paths [see Fig. 1(a)]. To extend the
G-MOT lifetime, the pumping rate from the 5s5p 3P1 state to
the 5s5p 3P2 state must be sufficiently higher than the decay
rate to the 5s2 1S0 state. In addition, atoms decayed from the
5s6p 3P2 state to the 5s4d 1D2 state stay there for its lifetime
of 0.5 ms. The number of atoms ND in the 5s4d 1D2 state
increases as the number of atoms NG in the G-MOT.

We numerically simulate the number of atoms in the B/G-
MOT by rate equations using relevant transitions shown in
Fig. 1 (see Appendix C). Figure 3(c) shows NB (blue lines),
NG (green lines), and ND (orange lines) with the pumping
lasers from 0 s (dashed lines) and 0.6 s (solid lines). We
apply three parameters, an excitation rate R688 and two-
body loss rates β ′

B and β ′
G as described below, to fit the

calculation to experimental data. The excitation rate of the
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FIG. 5. Temperature of atoms in the G-MOT as a function of the
laser detuning for laser intensities of I (G)

0 (blue squares) and 2I (G)
0

(light red circles). Dashed and solid lines show Doppler-cooling tem-
peratures and light shifts, respectively, calculated for laser intensities
I (G)
0 (blue) and 2I (G)

0 (light red). The left and right axes show temper-
atures in units of mK and recoil temperature T (G)

R , respectively.

5s5p 3P1–5s6s 3S1 transition at 688 nm is determined to be
R688 = 0.09γpump so that the lifetime of the G-MOT becomes
13 ms. The coefficients for two-body collisional loss in the B-
MOT and G-MOT are determined to be β ′

B = 2.6 × 10−6 s−1

and β ′
G = 1.9 × 10−5 s−1, respectively, so as to reproduce the

experimental atom numbers of NB ≈ 1.7 × 106 at t = 0.6 s
without the repumping lasers and N̄G ≈ 6.5 × 105 with the
repumping lasers.

The temperature of atoms is measured by a time-of-flight
(TOF) method. After turning off the B-MOT, we operate the
G-MOT for 5 ms, during which we blow away atoms in the
1S0 ground state by applying a laser resonant to the “blue”
transition. Subsequently we turn off the pumping lasers at
688 nm and turn on a pumping laser at 707 nm resonant to the
3P2(F = 13/2)–5s6s 3S1(F ′ = 11/2) transition [see Fig. 1(b)]
to transfer the atoms to the 1S0 state. We measure CCD camera
images for different flight times of 1 ms to 10 ms by laser-
induced fluorescence (LIF) on the “blue” transition. Figure 5
shows the temperature of atoms as a function of laser detun-
ing with total intensities I (G)

0 (blue squares) and 2I (G)
0 (light

red circles) used for the G-MOT. We observe the minimum
temperature of 0.25(5) mK for a detuning of −21 MHz or
−2.1γ

(G)
0 /(2π ) with an intensity of 2I (G)

0 .
Atomic temperature expected from the Doppler cooling

theory [44] is given by

TDop(I, δ) = h̄γ0

4kB

I/I0 + 1 + (2δ/γ0)2

2|δ|/γ0
,

where I and δ/(2π ) are the intensity and detuning of the
cooling laser. Blue and light red dashed lines in Fig. 5 repre-
sent T (G)

Dop (I (G)
0 , δ) and T (G)

Dop (2I (G)
0 , δ), respectively. Light shift

induced by the cooling laser, which is relevant to PGC tem-
peratures [29,30], is given by

Udip(I, δ) ≈ ah̄γ0

4

I/I0

2|δ|/γ0
,

where a is a coefficient depending on the Zeeman substate and
the polarization of the laser. Blue and light red solid lines in

FIG. 6. Timing chart for the IR-MOT. (a) In a temperature mea-
surement, the IR-MOT is turned off at t = 0.7 s and a velocity
distribution of atoms is measured by TOF method. (b) We start a
lifetime measurement for the IR-MOT at t = 0.7 s, where atoms
reach a steady state temperature for ≈2I (IR)

0 .

Fig. 5 represent U (G)
dip (I (G)

0 , δ)/kB and U (G)
dip (2I (G)

0 , δ)/kB, where
we take a ≈ 1. The measured temperatures (light red circles)
are lower than the Doppler temperatures (dashed lines), sug-
gesting PGC works in the G-MOT. The results are consistent
with the calculation for εR = 10−3 in σ+ − σ− configuration
[35], where sub-Doppler temperature is obtained for light
shifts Udip > 100ER and at detunings |δ| > 2γ0 while the
atomic temperature diverges for smaller light shifts.

B. MOT with the “IR” transition

After cooling atoms in the G-MOT, we transfer atoms to
the IR-MOT operated on the 3P2(F = 13/2)–5s4d 3D3(F ′ =
15/2) transition at 2.9 μm. “IR” cooling light with a maxi-
mum power of 3.6 mW and a linewidth ≈200 Hz is obtained
by difference frequency generation from two cavity-stabilized
lasers [38]. Figure 6 depicts a timing chart for the cooling
sequence. First, we operate the B-MOT and G-MOT simul-
taneously for 0.6 s without applying the pumping lasers at
688 nm to accumulate atoms in the B-MOT which is less af-
fected by inelastic light-assisted collisions [42,43]. At the end
of this process (t = 0.595 s), the pumping lasers at 688 nm
are turned on to transfer the atoms to the G-MOT, which
increases atom number NG as shown by the red line (C)
in Fig. 3(b). While we turn off the B-MOT and G-MOT at
t = 0.6 s, all pumping lasers remain on for another 5 ms to
pump atoms in the 1D2 state to the 3P2 state. We then operate
the IR-MOT by reducing the magnetic field gradient from
4 mT/cm to 90 μT/cm with a total intensity of 260I (IR)

0 with
I (IR)
0 = 0.3 μW/cm2. We reduce the light intensity to ≈2I (IR)

0
in 80 ms and keep this intensity for 20 ms to cool the atoms.
The “IR” light and the magnetic field are then turned off
at t = 0.7 s to measure the temperature of atoms by TOF
as shown in Fig. 6(a). CCD camera images of atoms in the
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FIG. 7. (a) Temperature of atoms in the IR-MOT as a function of
the detuning for light intensities of I (IR)

0 (blue squares) and 1.6I (IR)
0

(light red circles). Dashed and solid lines indicate Doppler-cooling
temperatures and light shifts, respectively, calculated for light inten-
sities of I (IR)

0 (blue) and 1.6I (IR)
0 (light red). (b) Number of atoms

trapped in the IR-MOT for a detuning of −170 kHz and a light
intensity of 1.6I (IR)

0 . A red line shows an exponential decay with a
lifetime of 1.1 s.

3P2 state are observed using LIF on the “green” transition at
496 nm after flight times of 10 and 30 ms.

Figure 7(a) shows the temperature of atoms in the IR-MOT
as a function of the detuning from −350 kHz to −100 kHz for
light intensities of I (IR)

0 (blue squares) and 1.6I (IR)
0 (light red

circles). We observe the minimum temperature of 2.5(2) μK
at a detuning of −150 kHz or −2.6γ

(IR)
0 with γ

(IR)
0 /(2π ) =

57 kHz [45]. This is lower than the Doppler-cooling tem-
perature T (IR)

Dop [44] calculated for laser intensities of I (IR)
0

and 1.6I (IR)
0 , which are shown by blue and light red dashed

lines, respectively. Light shifts U (IR)
dip /kB calculated for I (IR)

0

and 1.6I (IR)
0 are shown by blue and light red solid lines, re-

spectively. The minimum temperature is obtained with Udip ≈
15ER. This is consistent with the theory [35], where the sub-
Doppler cooling becomes less effective as the recoil parameter
εR increases.

A typical number of atoms in the IR-MOT is limited to
NIR = 1 × 105, which is achieved for NG ≈ 4 × 105 just be-
fore transferring atoms from the G-MOT to the IR-MOT.
Further increase in NIR is not observed by further increasing
NG > 4 × 105, which may be attributed to larger light-assisted
collisional loss in the IR-MOT than that in the G-MOT due
to the larger scattering cross section on the “IR” transition

in addition to the lower temperature. The maximum transfer
efficiency of atoms from the B-MOT with a few mK to the
IR-MOT with 2.5 μK is 13%. This efficiency is similar to
that obtained in the earlier work [34], where the G-MOT is
not used and the atomic temperature in the IR-MOT is 6 μK.

Figure 7(b) shows the lifetime of the IR-MOT operated
at a detuning of −170 kHz or −3γ

(IR)
0 /(2π ) with total light

intensity 1.6I (IR)
0 . In this measurement, the IR-MOT is con-

tinued as shown in Fig. 6(b), and an exponential decay of the
number of atoms from t = 0.7 s is recorded. The lifetime of
the IR-MOT is measured to be 1.1 s, which is mainly limited
by collisions with the background thermal gas at a vacuum
pressure of 4 × 10−7 Pa. The off-resonant excitation rate of
the F = 13/2 → F ′ = 13/2 transition by the cooling light
with an intensity of I (IR)

0 is estimated to be 2 × 10−4 s−1,
which is 4 orders of magnitude smaller than the observed trap
decay rate.

C. PGC with the “IR” transition

We investigate one-dimensional PGC on the “IR” transi-
tion. In this experiment, we use 88Sr atoms with nuclear spin
I = 0 to simplify the experiment. Atoms are cooled down to
a few μK by a two-stage MOT on the 1S0– 1P1 and 1S0– 3P1

transitions [11], which are then transferred to the 3P2 state
by applying pumping lasers at 688 and 679 nm for 5 ms.
We turn off the pumping lasers and zero the magnetic field
to be less than 1 μT at t ′ = 0, followed by applying coun-
terpropagating “IR” beams with mutually orthogonal linear
polarizations at a detuning of −230 kHz or −4γ

(IR)
0 /(2π )

in the vertical direction, as shown in Fig. 8(a). After shining
“IR” beams for 30 ms, we measure atomic temperature in the
vertical direction by TOF. Figures 8(b) and 8(c) show TOF
images of atoms observed at t ′ = 35 ms and 60 ms with and
without “IR” light, where we apply light intensity of 1.7I (IR)

0
that corresponds to a potential depth of ≈0.13 μK. Atomic
distributions in the vertical direction are shown in Fig. 8(d),
where blue and light red lines correspond to with and without
“IR” light, respectively.

We vary the intensity from 0.07I (IR)
0 to 13I (IR)

0 , correspond-
ing to potential depths from 5 nK to 1.0 μK and estimate the
atomic temperature using the atomic distributions at t ′ = 35
ms and 60 ms. Figure 8(e) shows the atomic temperature
in the vertical direction as a function of the potential depth
U (IR)

dip (I, δ), where we apply a = 14/15 for the mJ = 2 sub-
state. Atomic temperature decreases as the potential depth
U (IR)

dip /kB. For a potential depth of 0.13 μK, we obtain the
lowest temperature of 0.22(18) μK that is 6 times lower
than the Doppler temperature of T (IR)

D = 1.4 μK. In terms
of the recoil energy E (IR)

R /kB = 13 nK, the lowest energy of
17(14)E (IR)

R is achieved for the potential depth of 10E (IR)
R .

This result is in contrast with well-known PGC with a small
recoil parameter εR < 10−3, where the atomic energy kBT
is determined by a fraction of the optical potential depth
Udip and rapidly increases for the potential depth lower than
≈50ER [35]. Our observation for the “IR” transition with
εR = 4.7 × 10−3 agrees with a theory calculated for a large
recoil parameter εR = 10−2 [35], where sub-Doppler cooling
becomes coexistent with Doppler cooling (εR > 10−1) to keep
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FIG. 8. (a) Configuration of IR beams applied for 30 ms in the
vertical direction. Panels (b) and (c) show CCD camera images of
atoms at t ′ = 35 ms and 60 ms with and without applying the IR
light. (d) Atomic distribution in the vertical direction with (without)
the IR light is shown by a blue (light red) line. (e) Temperature of
atoms as a function of the potential depth U (IR)

dip /kB.

atomic temperature almost constant for lower optical potential
depth.

III. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

We have demonstrated simultaneous magneto-optical trap-
ping (B/G-MOT) of 87Sr atoms on the “blue” and “green”
transitions. The frequency modulated pumping laser on
the “green” transition effectively pumps atoms to the
5s5p 3P2(F = 13/2) state. Thanks to the sub-Doppler temper-
ature of 0.25(5) mK attained in the G-MOT, the simultaneous
B/G-MOT improved transfer efficiency of atoms into the IR-
MOT operated on the 5s5p 3P2(F = 13/2)–5s4d 3D3(F ′ =
15/2) transition at 2.9 μm. Approximately 105 atoms are
transferred to the IR-MOT, where we observe a trap lifetime of
1.1 s and an atomic temperature of 2.5(2) μK. In addition, we
have investigated one-dimensional polarization gradient cool-
ing of 88Sr atoms on the “IR” transition down to a temperature
of 0.22(18) μK, which agrees with recent theories.

Thanks to the hyperfine splittings of about 150 MHz in
the 5s5p 3P2(F )–5s5d 3D3(F ′ = F + 1) transitions, repump-
ing of the hyperfine states in the 5s5p 3P2 state during G-MOT
is conveniently performed by current modulation of an ECDL.

In future experiments, a single green-diode-laser will cover
the cooling and pumping transitions by using second-order
sidebands.

Sub-Doppler temperature achieved in the G-MOT facili-
tates continuous transfer of atoms to a spatially separated [26]
IR-MOT with higher efficiency, which can be conveniently
applied to construct continuous optical lattice clocks. Optical
pumping of atoms from the IR-MOT to the 1S0 or 3P0 state
permits continuous loading of the atoms into a moving optical
lattice [32,46] to transport atoms to a spectroscopy region.
It is worth mentioning that the light shift induced by the IR
cooling light with an intensity of I (IR)

0 is estimated to be as
small as −12 μHz, corresponding to the fractional clock shift
of −3 × 10−20 on the 5s2 1S0–5s5p 3P0 transition. This allows
simultaneous operation of the clock and IR-cooling at the
same position, offering an opportunity for designing optical
lattice clocks.
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APPENDIX A: TRANSITION PROPERTIES

Table II summarizes the magnetic-dipole and electric-
quadrupole coupling constants for the 5s5p 3P2, 5s5d 3D3, and
5s4d 3D3 states of 87Sr [47–49]. Table III shows the relative
transition frequencies between the 3P2(F ) and 3D3(F ′) states
in the “green” and “IR” transitions, where we take F = 13/2–
F ′ = 15/2 transition frequencies to be zero.

APPENDIX B: G-MOT WITH SMALL DETUNINGS

Two-body collisional loss is pronounced by operating the
G-MOT with small detunings that reduce the trap size and
increase the atom density. Figures 9(a) and 9(b) show the
number of atoms in the G-MOT operated at detunings of
−12 MHz and −15 MHz, respectively, with a laser intensity
of 2I (G)

0 . As atoms are confined more tightly in the G-MOT
for smaller detuning, the equilibrium atom number becomes
less due to the two-body collisional loss.

TABLE II. Magnetic-dipole coupling constant A and electric-
quadrupole coupling constant B of the 5s5p 3P2, 5s5d 3D3, and
5s4d 3D3 states of 87Sr atoms.

State A (MHz) B (MHz) Ref.

5s5p 3P2 −212.765(1) 67.215(15) [47]
5s5d 3D3 −156.9(3) 0(30) [48]
5s4d 3D3 −115.3(2) 51(9) [49]
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TABLE III. Transition frequencies between the 5s5p 3P2(F ) and
3D3(F ′) states in MHz, calculated from the A and B constants listed in
Table II. Relative frequencies in respect to the F = 13/2–F ′ = 15/2
transitions are presented.

F–F ′ 3P2–5s5d 3D3
3P2–5s4d 3D3

13/2–11/2 2194 1587
11/2–9/2 1728 880
9/2–7/2 1265 238
7/2–5/2 836 −325
5/2–3/2 439 −800
13/2–13/2 1169 844
11/2–11/2 861 241
9/2–9/2 558 −291
7/2–7/2 286 −740
5/2–5/2 62 −1099
13/2–15/2 0 0
11/2–13/2 −162 −503
9/2–11/2 −308 −929
7/2–9/2 −421 −1269
5/2–7/2 −488 −1514

FIG. 9. Number of atoms in the G-MOT operated at a laser
detuning of (a) −12 MHz and (b) −15 MHz with a laser intensity
of 2I (G)

0 . The color corresponds to timing where the pumping lasers
at 688 nm are turned on at t = 0 (blue), 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, and
0.6 s (red). Each number of atoms increases rapidly at the timing.

APPENDIX C: RATE EQUATIONS

The rate equations for the relevant states shown in Fig. 1(a)
are given by

dN1S0

dt
= φoven + γ1P1→ 1S0

N1P1
+ γ1D2→ 1S0

N1D2

+ γ3P1→ 1S0
N3P1

− R461(N1S0
− N1P1

)

−β ′
BN2

1S0
,

dN1P1

dt
= R461(N1S0

− N1P1
)

− (γ1P1→ 1S0
+ γ1P1→ 1D2

)N1P1
,

dN1D2

dt
= γ1P1→ 1D2

N1P1
+ γ6p 3P2→ 1D2

N6p 3P2

− (γ1D2→ 1S0
+ γ1D2→ 3P2

+ γ1D2→ 3P1
)N1D2

,

dN3S1

dt
= γ6p 3P2→ 3S1

N6p 3P2
+ R688(N3P1

− N3S1
)

+ R679(N3P0
− N3S1

)

− (γ3S1→ 3P2
+ γ3S1→ 3P1

+ γ3S1→ 3P0
)N3S1

,

dN3P2

dt
= γ1D2→ 3P2

N1D2
+ γ3S1→ 3P2

N3S1

+ γ5d 3D3→ 3P2
N5d 3D3

+ γ3D3→ 3P2
N3D3

+ γ3D2→ 3P2
N3D2

+ γ3D1→ 3P2
N3D1

− R496(N3P2
− N5d 3D3

) − β ′
GN2

3P2
,

dN3P1

dt
= γ1D2→ 3P1

N1D2
+ γ3S1→ 3P1

N3S1

+γ3D2→ 3P1
N3D2

+ γ3D1→ 3P1
N3D1

−R688(N3P1
− N3S1

) − γ3P1→ 1S0
N3P1

,

dN3P0

dt
= γ3S1→ 3P0

N3S1
+ γ3D1→ 3P0

N3D1

−R679(N3P0
− N3S1

),

dN6p 3P2

dt
= γ5d 3D3→6p 3P2

N5d 3D3

−(γ6p 3P2→ 1D2
+ γ6p 3P2→ 3S1

+ γ6p 3P2→ 3D3

+γ6p 3P2→ 3D2
+ γ6p 3P2→ 3D1

)N6p 3P2
,

dN3D3

dt
= γ6p 3P2→ 3D3

N6p 3P2
− γ3D3→ 3P2

N3D3
,

dN3D2

dt
= γ6p 3P2→ 3D2

N6p 3P2

−(γ3D2→ 3P2
+ γ3D2→ 3P1

)N3D2
,

dN3D1

dt
= γ6p 3P2→ 3D1

N6p 3P2

−(γ3D1→ 3P2
+ γ3D1→ 3P1

+ γ3D1→ 3P0
)N3D1

,

dN5d 3D3

dt
= R496(N3P2

− N5d 3D3
)

−(γ5d 3D3→ 3P2
+ γ5d 3D3→6p 3P2

)N5d 3D3
,
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TABLE IV. The number of atoms Nk in the state (k) and decay
rate γk→i from the upper state (k) to the lower state (i).

State No. of atoms Decay rate (s−1) Ref.
5s2 1S0 N1S0

0
5s5p 1P1 N1P1

γ1P1→ 1S0
1.900(2) × 108 [51]

γ1P1→ 1D2
3.9(1.5) × 103 [40]

5s4d 1D2 N1D2
γ1D2→ 1S0

44.7a [52]
γ1D2→ 3P2

661a [52]
γ1D2→ 3P1

1.34 × 103a [52]
5s6s 3S1 N3S1

γ3S1→ 3P2
4.2(4) × 107 [53]

γ3S1→ 3P1
2.7(2) × 107 [53]

γ3S1→ 3P0
8.9(8) × 106 [53]

5s5p 3P2 N3P2
<0.01 [27]

5s5p 3P1 N3P1
γ3P1→ 1S0

4.69(11) × 104 [54]
5s5p 3P0 N3P0

<0.01 [55]
5s6p 3P2 N6p 3P2

γ6p 3P2→ 1D2
3.9 × 106a [40]

γ6p 3P2→ 3S1
6.73 × 106a [40]

γ6p 3P2→ 3D3
1.2 × 107a [40]

γ6p 3P2→ 3D2
2.4 × 106a [40]

γ6p 3P2→ 3D1
1.1 × 105a [40]

5s4d 3D3 N3D3
γ3D3→ 3P2

3.55(4) × 105 [45]
5s4d 3D2 N3D2

γ3D2→ 3P1,2
b 4.16(5) × 105 [45]

5s4d 3D1 N3D1
γ3D1→ 3P0,1,2

b 4.61(5) × 105 [45]
5s5d 3D3 N5d 3D3

γ5d 3D3→6p 3P2
1.7 × 105a [40]

γ5d 3D3→ 3P2
6.14(9) × 107 [53]

aUncertainties are not estimated.
bFine-structure branching ratios are calculated using the 6- j symbols
for the rate equations and Fig. 1(a).

where Nk denotes the number of atoms in the state (k) and
γk→i denotes the decay rate from the upper state (k) to the
lower state (i). We list Nk and γk→i in Table IV. In the main
text, γ

(B)
0 , γ

(G)
0 , γ

(IR)
0 , γP, γD, and γpump indicate γ1P1→ 1S0

,
γ5d 3D3→ 3P2

, γ3D3→ 3P2
, γ1P1→ 1D2

, γ5d 3D3→6p 3P2
, and γ3S1→ 3P1

,
respectively. Figure 3(c) shows the calculation results for
NB = N1S0

+ N1P1
, NG = N3P2

+ N5d 3D3
, and ND = N1D2

.
We estimate the atom loading rate from the oven is φoven =

7 × 106 s−1 using φB and φG. The excitation rate for a transi-
tion with natural linewidth γ0/(2π ) is given by [38,50]

R = �2

γ0

1

1 + (2δ/γ0)2
,

where � and δ/(2π ) are the Rabi frequency and detun-
ing of the applied laser. We set R461 = 0.13γ1P1→ 1S0

, R496 =
0.072γ5d 3D3→ 3P2

, and R679 = 0.054γ3S1→ 3P0
with the detuning

and intensity of each laser in the experiment. As the G-
MOT life time mainly depends on R688, we determine R688 =
0.09γ3S1→ 3P1

by fitting the G-MOT lifetime to the experimen-
tal value of 13 ms. β ′

B = 2.6 × 10−6 s−1 and β ′
G = 1.9 ×

10−5 s−1 denote the coefficients for two-body collisional loss
in the B-MOT and G-MOT, determined by fitting the numbers
of atoms to the experimental values of NB ≈ 1.7 × 106 at
t = 0.6 s and N̄G ≈ 6.5 × 105, respectively. We neglect the
linear loss rate by the back ground gas collision.
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